
Solutions



Valcom has been a leading public address and 
voice alarm system provider for commercial 
and industrial facilities since 1977. 

Our products, including self-amplified and 
VoIP options, are designed to meet our 
customers' unique needs perfectly.



    Our manufacturing facility  
operates around the clock,  
and maintaining a  
schedule is crucial.

Coordinating tasks among  
employees can be challenging.  
 
To keep everyone on track, Valcom  
Clock Systems offer a precise time standard  
to synchronize organizational activities. 



    The noise level in our  
facility varies significantly,  
being loud during production 
and quiet when not in operation. 
We wondered how to adjust  
the horn volumes to suit  
these extremes easily.
 
Valcom automatic volume  
controls dynamically regulate 
speaker/horn volumes,  
ensuring the public address  
audio level is always perfect. 



Companies with extensive commercial 
or industrial facilities efficiently manage  
shared resources by implementing  
staggered shift and break times. 
 

Valcom provides a range of bell scheduler  
solutions that automatically signal shift 
changes and break times using audio, tones, 
bell sounds, or customized messages based 
on the time of day and day of the week.
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    In our machine shop,  
it is mandatory for employees 
to wear hearing protection. 
What would be the most 
effective method to  
keep them informed?
 
One solution could be to  
install Valcom LED signs that 
are highly visible and have 
attention-grabbing flashers. 
These signs can automatically 
display important information 
or be activated when needed.



   In the event of a dangerous chemical leak, swift evacuation is our top priority.
During a crisis, panic can cloud your judgment and make it difficult to think clearly. 
Having strategically placed panic buttons can help by providing one-push access to 
emergency personnel and initiating a pre-planned evacuation sequence. In addition, 
messaging to LED signs, horns, VoIP phones, smartphones, automatic door release, 
and parking lot gate control can further alleviate stress during emergencies such as 
chemical spills, fires and weather events.

Evacuate,  Evacuate,  Evacuate



     Is there a way to  
alert our warehouse  

staff to answer the  
phone outside  

the receptionist's  
work hours?

Valcom offers effective  
loud ringer solutions  

compatible with  
most VoIP or analog  

phone systems.



     Is there a way to  
alert our warehouse  

staff to answer the  
phone outside  

the receptionist's  
work hours?

  To keep track of deliveries and visitors, it's essential to know 
when they arrive at our loading dock or other secure entrances.

Fortunately, with the Valcom door intercom systems, visitors can quickly  
alert personnel with just the press of a button. Granting them access is also  
a breeze - it can be done with a simple phone call and dialing a single digit.



Navigating vast distribution warehouses can  
pose a challenge when locating key personnel.  

With Valcom VoIP systems, locating people  
within multiple buildings on the same or different 
properties is effortless. With user-friendly grouping 
configurations, users can conveniently call one  
or any combination of the buildings.



   Is there a way to improve  
the quality of our public  

address system through  
the phones in our facility? 

We often encounter loud  
squealing feedback, which  

is a major issue. Can Valcom  
provide a solution? 

Our feedback eliminators can  
record announcements and delay  

their broadcast until the phone is  
disconnected, eliminating feedback  

issues. With this solution, you can bid  
goodbye to feedback problems for good. 



In the case of industrial accidents,  
a quick response can make the  
difference between life and death.  
It should be simple to call for assistance. 

Valcom HelpPoints™ are easily identifiable 
and extensively utilized, alerting response 
teams with a single button push.



Valcom’s suite of Software Solutions 
simplifies your enterprise operations 

from day-to-day communications,  
maintenance management and  

emergency situations. 

 
Our software solutions allow  

you to have control over  
your notification platform,  

keeping people safe,  
informed and on schedule. 

Software Solutions



Our processing plant is cleaned 
with high-pressure water after 
each shift.  
We have incurred frequent damage 
to our speakers as a result… 
How can we fix this problem?

Valcom's FlexHorns™ are  
explicitly designed for areas  
that require regular wash-downs,  
such as food processing plants.



Large open area speakers

Warehouses and  
production facilities  

are often echoic. 
These areas often use loud, 

directional horns to provide 
comprehensive area coverage 

resulting in reverberation. 
 
And background music? 

Horns, by nature, are not suitable  
for quality music broadcasts. 

 

Valcom offers an innovative Sound360° 
Speaker solution to permeate large open  

areas with quality sound.  
Omni-directional sound minimizes reverberation! 

Sound360®̊ 



To optimize usefulness, commercial and industrial 
facilities routinely reallocate space. As functions 
change, the announcements relevant to those 
areas will change.

Valcom’s completely flexible grouping allows users 
to reassign speakers, horns, and LED signs with 
a simple mouse click. Virtual volume adjustment 
facilitates customizing public address audio levels 
for the area’s new role. 

NEW 
ASSIGNMENT



     As our production line runs continuously, we require a hassle-free method of 
ordering supplies from the stockroom. Could you suggest a convenient solution? 
One potential option could be Valcom’s Intercom Call Stations providing one-press 
access to relevant departments.



  At our production 
facility, we make 
several standard 
announcements every day. 
However, some individuals 
speak too fast or unclearly, 
making it challenging to  
comprehend the message. 
Is there any way Valcom  
can assist us?

With the help of our Emergency 
Communications Panel, you can  
quickly initiate pre-recorded messages 
that are categorized and consistent. These  
messages can be transmitted to speakers, 
horns, or LED signs with just one touch.



Our processes occur in a cleanroom where speakers with paper cones cannot be used.

Valcom’s Cleanroom Speaker is a ceiling speaker capable of producing voice paging in 
cleanroom environments. The Cleanroom Speaker is designed with a polycarbonate 
dust shield that prevents contamination where airborne particles must be controlled. 
Businesses such as pharmaceuticals, laboratories, medical facilities, and other critical 
manufacturing environments can benefit from Valcom’s Cleanroom Speakers.



During crises, the importance  
of public address and  
LED sign messages is  
magnified significantly.

Valcom PAVA (public address/
voice alarm) systems feature 
up to 100 message priority 
levels ensuring that people 
receive the RIGHT message  
at the RIGHT time.  

     As a provider of medical devices, we  
have already made significant investments 

in various safety, access, and communication 
systems. Recently, we implemented a  

new VoIP phone system.  

      Valcom can easily integrate with various         
        other systems, boosting their efficiency  

          and offering a comprehensive solution  
            catering to your exact needs. 

EMERGENCY
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new VoIP phone system.  

      Valcom can easily integrate with various         
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  Located in California, our distribution 
hub faces a unique challenge due to  
frequent earthquakes in the region.  
As a result, it is crucial to have a  
reliable system in place to alert staff,  
and visitors to minimize the impact.

Valcom offers the Earthquake Early Warning 
System (VEEWS) to organizations in California, 
Washington, and Oregon. Using new and existing 
notification platforms, this system helps safeguard  
their valuable assets, including people and property. 

The USGS authorizes VEEWS to broadcast ShakeAlert® 
Earthquake Early Warning alerts through public address  
systems, signs, and computer screens in a facility.  
 
This provides individuals with a few seconds of  
warning before any shaking occurs.



V-Alert® Mobile App
V-Alert Mobile is a reliable safety tool 
easily accessed via your mobile device.  
It enables you to communicate with  
individuals out of the range of traditional 
notification methods such as speakers, 
horns, call boxes, and LED signs. 

With V-Alert Mobile, you can reach 
people whether they are indoors, 
outdoors, or on the go.  

 By setting virtual perimeters,  
 you can alert people within a             
 specific area regarding any     
 possible danger or crucial  
 information they need.Evacuate,  Evacuate,  Evacuate



Visit www.valcom.com for more information.
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